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SoleraTec Ships Enhanced Version of
Phoenix RSM™ For Video Surveillance Market
New Version 5.4 incorporates enhanced motion detection metadata, easier video playback, and
more relevant search results within a VLM infrastructure

ISC West 2010 Expo – LAS VEGAS, NV. – March 23, 2010 – SoleraTec LLC, a
provider of innovative video lifecycle management (VLM) and storage software
solutions, has introduced at the ISC West 2010 show a new version 5.4 of its flagship
Phoenix RSM surveillance video management solution. This upgraded version includes
numerous enhancements that provide greater management and improved usability such as
enhanced motion detection integration with Axis and Panasonic cameras, single timeline
and histogram of all video search results, simplified search criteria interface for more
relevant search results, and optimized thumbnail and low-resolution companion file
displaying for quicker viewing of search results.

“These enhancements bring the already easy to use Phoenix RSM product to a new level
of functionality, interoperability, and overall management. This new flexibility sets
Phoenix RSM apart in a forensics-based video surveillance system as we continue to
deliver the best user experience within the video surveillance industry as we can,” stated
Mark Armstrong, CEO of SoleraTec LLC.

Phoenix RSM’s new interoperability with Axis Communications’ VAPIX® API to
record, store, and manage the motion detection information that is occurring in an Axis
camera’s video feed creates enhanced metadata information for more relevant search
results when searching against a plethora of stored video assets. A color-coded histogram
that denotes activity levels within stored video, significantly enhances the end-users’
ability to quickly search for and review areas of interest.

Phoenix RSM’s new and enhanced search interface enables powerful video lifecycle
management capabilities which provide ultra-fast and highly relevant search results.
With a multi-tiered storage repository that can capture increased amounts of video and
retain it for longer periods of times, Phoenix RSM is the ideal product when you need to
find that proverbial “needle in a haystack” video asset.

Pricing and Availability
Pricing for Phoenix 5.4 starts at $1,495.00, and varies by configuration. Phoenix supports
a variety of operating platforms, including Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux as well as
tape library systems, hard disk, and Blu-ray production units. For information or pricing,
please call (760) 743-7200 or visit www.SoleraTec.com

About SoleraTec
SoleraTec is a leading developer of archive, storage, asset and video lifecycle
management software for corporate customers. SoleraTec leverages a heritage of nearly a
decade and a half to deliver a level of quality, sophistication, and technological
advancement that has established it as one of the premier data protection solution
providers in the industry. SoleraTec works through OEM, dealer, and integrator
relationships to deliver complete data protection solutions. The company was established
in 1997 by a team of industry veterans with experience deploying data protection, HSM,
and storage lifecycle management solutions to some of the largest companies around the
world. For more information, please visit www.SoleraTec.com.
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